Windows 7 Retina Resolution
Everyone who's gotten their hands on the new macbook pro has raved about the retina display and its
astounding 2880 x 1800 resolution -- and with good reason.question: q: usable windows 7 retina display
resolution? i have to ask, has anyone found a suitable resolution for windows 7 on a retina macbook pro
15-inch? it seems that only the 1920x1200 or 2880x1800 resolutions work "well" with the retina display.i
am having a problem using microsoft rdp on macbooks with retina display. when running under windows
7, the rdp connection to a server 2008r2 renders at the full retina resolution (2880x1800) which is very
difficult for some older users.i have a macbook pro retina 13", and i run both osx and windows 7. my
windows 7 is run in parallels. i work with osx on the screen of the macbook, and windows on an external
monitor (with the typical 1900x1080 resolution)is is particularly relevant in this instance to ensure that
the full resolution of the retina macbook pro is achieved in the installation. download all of the drivers
that apple provide via the boot camp manager and copy the single file to a secondary usb drive (at least
1gb needed). step 7: the installation of windows 7 doesn’t place nice with competing operating systems,
making it to use the retina display with windows 7, 8, and 10, download and install windows support
software using the boot camp assistant. learn more about boot camp support . boot camp supports
resolutions up to 3840-by-2160.
tech — windows and os x boot camp: running redmond at “retina” resolution the trials and tribulations of
running windows 7 on a retina macbook prostall windows 7 make sure the windows 7 usb stick is inserted
into the mac. after the drive has been partitioned, the system will reboot, and the windows 7 installation
process will begintina display is the name given by apple to the high-resolution screen technology used on
various models of the iphone, ipod touch, and other apple products. it was introduced with the iphone 4 in
june
2010.
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